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In rhyming verse, bacteria describe how they live in the mouth and cause plaque, cavities, and other problems. A Science Hello
Reader! Level 3.
Noodles is grumpy. What is going to make him feel better?
A famous chef is coming to school! Will Ollie figure out what to cook in time to share with the class and the special visitor? Ollie is
not the best at anything in second grade, but he does love to cook. When the famous Chef Antonia comes to visit, he can't wait!
It's his chance to shine, if only he can settle on the right dish. All young chefs will enjoy this story and relate to the kids in Room 75.
Just as Ollie builds self-confidence, second graders will increase their reading success as they enjoy The Best Chef in Second
Grade. “The episode’s mouthwatering climax and resolution will guarantee smiles of contentment all around,” says Kirkus. The
Best Chef in Second Grade is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared for kids who read on their own but still need a little help.
Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level Two books are
proven to help kids take their next steps toward reading success.
Poppleton the pig enjoys the company of geese flying south, buys a new winter coat with the help of his friend Cherry Sue, and
tries to order pancakes at the Lion's Club breakfast.
Presents facts about horses, examining their eating habits, breeds, anatomy, and care.-From Newbery Medalist Cynthia Rylant and acclaimed illustrator Mark Teague comes Poppleton, a posh and persnickety pig with
friends and adventure abound!
Poppleton the pig makes a new friend after an icicle accident, creates a bust of Cherry Sue, and gets a wintry birthday surprise
from his friends.
Meet Princess Truly! With the help of her rocket boots and her magical, sparkly curls, she becomes a super girl and uses her
smarts and strength to save the day. But when her friend Lizzie has a rescue mission of her own, Lizzie doesn't feel so super
An easy reader with picture clue riddles and search-and-find challenges in which the reader is asked to find various game pieces
in the photographs.
Cynthia Rylant’s lyrical descriptions of the sights and feelings evoked by falling snow blend gorgeously with the rich and beautiful
world created by Lauren Stringer’s illustrations, in which a young girl, her friend, and her grandmother enjoy the many things a
snowy day has to offer.
Simple text and photograph illustrations present basic guidelines for car safety.
Penny Ryder is happy to spend a summer in the country with her grandparents, but she is not sure about Pepper the pony or the
neighbor twins until Pepper disappears and the twins, Tina and Tom, help find him. Full color.
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A cumulative tale about a small dog named Gracie whose quiet life is disrupted by some noisy painters.
In the first book in this fun Level 1 reader series, Moby Shinobi heads to the farm! Moby tries to collect eggs, gather hay, and feed
the pigs, but each try ends in a funny mess. Moby wants to help Farmer Bob, but what if his ninja skills aren't right for the job?
Then the cows break down the gate-can Moby use his ninja tricks to save the day before the runaway cows ruin the farm?
Rhyming text and energetic full-color artwork make this the perfect book for young readers!
Poppleton the pig does some spring cleaning, tries to buy a bicycle, and stays up all night in a tent in his backyard.

This critically acclaimed winner of the Newbery Medal joins the Scholastic Gold line, which features award-winning and
beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus content! Ever since May, Summer's aunt and good-as-a-mother for the past six
years, died in the garden among her pole beans and carrots, life for Summer and her Uncle Ob has been as bleak as
winter. Ob doesn't want to create his beautiful whirligigs anymore, and he and Summer have slipped into a sadness that
they can't shake off. They need May in whatever form they can have her -- a message, a whisper, a sign that will tell
them what to do next. When that sign comes, Summer with discover that she and Ob can keep missing May but still go
on with their lives.
Thirteen original tales that start out with normal kids and normal lives, then take you to dark places where fear dwells.
Rex the dinosaur is bigger than all the other kids in class - and his teachers! His gym clothes don't fit. His desk is too
small. But worst of all, everyone thinks he's scary because he's so big. But that doesn't get Rex down! Instead he
teaches everyone exactly why being different is great in this hilariously heartwarming story about making friends, getting
along, and learning to say RAWR! With an amazing soft fabric dinosaur on the cover.
Poppleton goes to a movie alone, makes a quilt with his friends, and ends up eating a banana split instead of taking a
bath.
The mismatched team of collegiate Even Steven and fun-loving Odd Todd, two boys who are opposites in seemingly
everything, teaches young readers basic numbers concepts in a humorous and lighthearted manner. Original.
New friends Unicorn and Yeti are having a little trouble finding something they are both good at; Yeti is good at kicking a
ball, Unicorn is not, Unicorn is fast, Yeti is not--so they finally try ice skating, which neither of them has ever done,
because they have a chance to be equally good (or bad) at it.
Told in rhyming text, Dog and Frogs are enjoying riding a log in the pond, but then Hog comes along and is not willing to
share the log, or the lunch Dog has made. Hog wants it all, so Dog and Frogs need to teach Hog a lesson about
friendship and sharing"--Provided by publisher.
What happens when anyone can make a video of you saying anything?
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Minnie the monkey eats too much spaghetti while Freddy begs her to play with him instead
Two pigs who drive the farmer and his wife crazy with their silliness and pranks decide to move to a new farm, only to be
missed by all the other animals when they leave.
Poppleton the pig plants a dogwood tree, gets a cold, and tries to hang wallpaper with the not very helpful aid of his
friends.
Poppleton the pig enjoys the summer by trying to tan, renting a jeep and taking a drive with his friend Hudson, and
drinking summer rain.
The first book in the acclaimed easy-to-read series featuring Henry and his lovable 180-pound dog, Mudge.
A haunted house has come to life in this spine-tingling novel from the author of The Collector.
A simple biography of the first president of the United States.
Henry McThrottle and his friends never know what's going to happen when they get to their fifth-grade class. Flying
lessons? Possible. Banana-appreciation exams? Definitely possible. High jinks galore? Guaranteed. with his trademark
humor, Andy Griff
In critically acclaimed author Sarah Darer Littman's gripping new novel what happens online doesn't always stay online . .
.
Arthur is trying to build a castle, but it keeps falling down. "Too wobbly!" a frustrated Arthur says. "I want my daddy!" Then
Arthur catches something in the "moat" at the playground, and it's too big and scary for Arthur to handle by himself.
Luckily, Daddy is there to help! The perfect book for days when only Daddy will do!
Even though wind is invisible, we can see it action just about everywhere we look. Birds soar on it. It sends autumn
leaves skittering across lawns. And we can even harness its power to create electricity. Readers will learn what causes
wind, how people have used wind power throughout history, and why wind is becoming one of the leading alternative
energy sources for generating electricity.
Poppleton has great adventures every day! He stargazes with his friend Hudson. He goes shopping for a new bed. And
he even goes sailing with his friend Fillmore!
After watching a ninja cartoon, Pedro dreams of being a ninja himself. Luckily, his dad gets him karate lessons. With hard
work and a little practice, maybe Pedro can become ninja star, just like the ones he sees in the movies! A glossary and
reading questions make this title a black-belt level book.
After eight weeks at Papp's Dog School, Henry's dog Mudge earns a certificate and lots of liver treats.
Moby Shinobi and his sidekick Toby are on a camping adventure, in this action-packed, rhyming early reader!
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How do dinosaurs count to ten? Over and over again This board book helps readers learn to count from one to ten with a
simple, rhyming text and illustrations.
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